
Parents, Guardian and Players, 
 
You are receiving this email because you have participated or are interested in the 
CBC/NAZ basketball league. We wanted to give you a heads up on what we are 
working on for this season.  
It is 2020... which is requiring us to "pivot" and do some things differently.  
 
 There is a lot of information in this email, but we want to communicate the information 
prior to PRE-REGISTRATION opening tomorrow, Oct. 30th, 2020 (Friday). 
PLEASE READ! 
 
We feel like the league is important for the player's social, physical, and spiritual well-
being so we want to move forward, yet we understand that changes will need to be 
made in order to make it work under the circumstances that we all find ourselves in.  
We are doing our best to move along with wisdom and caution yet knowing that 50% of 
the people are going to disagree with it. Some people may think we are being too 
cautious, and I know others will think we aren't being cautious enough. Our plan will not 
be the best fit for every family or player.  So, our plan is to work out the details to the 
best of our ability based on the information that we have on any given day and let God 
work out the rest. Then we feel like families can choose to participate or not based on 
what is best for them individually.  
 
See COVID waiver and guidelines 
here: https://docs.google.com/document/d/1P86kCFiimwviWoQkYspvbPdn6TEknCgwI
T_EuEBJdRI/edit?usp=sharing 
THESE ARE SUBJECT TO CHANGE. I HIGHLY ANTICIPATE BY THE TIME THE 
FIRST PRACTICE STARTS THAT THERE WILL BE CHANGES, ADDITIONS OR 
DELETIONS TO THIS DOCUMENT.  
 

Timeline: 
- PRE-Registration: Runs Oct 30th through Nov. 30th 

• This is a different year, so it requires some different things. This year we will be 
doing a PRE-REGISTRATION for people to sign up WITHOUT paying initially. 
This allows us to assess the numbers.  We will be able to gauge where we are 
with tentative numbers and what divisions may need to be cut (if any) due to low 
numbers and what divisions we have enough interest to add teams. It also helps 
us to avoid the large credit card fees for refunding.  This is a costly expense and 
our goal is to keep our program financially available to everyone. 

• We will currently be limiting each division to a total of 4 teams (2 CBC teams and 
2 NAZ teams). This means 20 players per division per church to start out with. 
Then a wait list will be formed, and players will be added as players drop or 
space becomes available. 

• Typically teams fill up quickly. I would highly recommend that you sign up 
ASAP to have the best chance of securing a spot on a team.  

https://docs.google.com/document/d/1P86kCFiimwviWoQkYspvbPdn6TEknCgwIT_EuEBJdRI/edit?usp=sharing
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1P86kCFiimwviWoQkYspvbPdn6TEknCgwIT_EuEBJdRI/edit?usp=sharing


• We will do our absolute best to fill every division and allow as many players to 
play as we can based on our limited space. **Please note: If we do not have 
enough players to meet the minimum for each age group then that age group will 
be dropped for this season.  

- Payment Week: Dec. 7th-Dec. 14th 

Players will receive an email letting them know they are on a team. You will be informed 
that you MUST pay during this week to secure your spot or you WILL be dropped, and 
we will go to the next player on the wait list.  
 

-Dec. 14th-23rd 

We will re-evaluate numbers and teams. We can get a more definitive assessment of 
division numbers. We will drop players who have not paid and add players from the wait 
list as spaces become available. 
 

-Practices start: Week of Jan 10th 

-Games start: Jan. 22nd/23rd and run through Mar. 12th/13th with tournament 
the week of March 14th-20th 

 
Overall, we have received a very positive response about moving forward and just 
seeing what plays out. If we see sports, as a whole, moving forward with certain 
guidelines, we will continue to follow suit. All the while understanding that things could 
change at any time. 
 

Jae Ann White 

Director of Basketball Ministry  
Community Bible Church 
 


